
 

Read a variety of texts including poetry and novels. 
Welsh Book: ‘Go Fflamia!’ Iola Jons 
English Book: ‘Charlie & the Chocolate Factory’, 
Roald Dahl 
Oracy: Role play, express opinion, group discussions, 
class debate. 
Writing: Diary, Monologue, Story, Script/Dialog, 
Speech. 
Reading: Various poems. Deduce information texts 
and search for information independently. 

 

Healthy lifestyle and a balanced diet. The Human Body. 
To learn the names, location and function of the main 
organs in the human body. Understand the importance 
of a balanced diet and exercise for a healthy lifestyle.  

The Brain. Emotions and Behaviour.  
 

Weekly use of Google Classrooms and Hwb. Coding 
sessions on Scratch. Green Screen, Morfo and I can 
Animate to complete creative work. 

 

Place Value: Read and write numbers up to 10 000. 
Compare and estimate numbers up to 1000.  
Add and subtract 2 digid numbers to, and subtract 2 
digid numbers from, 3 digid numbers using mental and 
written methods.  
Multiplication and division. Use mental strategies to 
multiply and divide 2 digit and 1 digit numbers.  
Learn the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 a 10 times table. 
Solve 10 and 100 division problems. 

Conduct experiments, draw graphs, tables and charts 
across the curriculum. 

 

 
History: Wales and the Tudors. Study the 
Tudor diet and compare life in Wales 
during the period. 
Geography: Our local area. The history of 
the village, nature and the geography of 
the area.  
Religious Education: Hinduism 

 

 
Drama & Film: Acting scenes from the class books, 
creating a TV advertisement. 

Dance & Music: Listen and appraise Ludovico 
Einaudi’s music. Create movement to show how 
different types of music makes us feel. 

Arts & Craft: Complete a variety of creative tasks 
based on Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Create 
a 3D character out of recycled materials, design 
and make a new chocolate bar. Create Optical Art 
when studying the human brain. 

Study Pablo Picasso. Abstract and Op art. Create 
the illusion of movement through the use of precise 
patterns and/or colours overlapping.  

Physical Development: Dance, movement 
and song. Competitive games. Follow a 
series of Yoga lessons on Go Noodle.  

Mindfulness:  
I am a wonderful person, think about all 
the things that make us unique.  
My emotions – Recognise our emotions 
and what makes us feel a certain way. 
 

A PE Kit will be needed on a TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. 
Homework will be set on Google Classroom. Thank you, Mrs Williams.  

 


